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  See us at Plastic Box for all your kitchen  
 gadgets. From salt & pepper grinders  
 to silicone bakeware and everything in  
 between.

  

Plus heaps more 
storage ideas in store!
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Wedding
season

MATE
MARK WILSON

IT’S summer and it seems I’m
losing more of the lads to the
dark side everyday. The

weddings are piling up and between
them and the Stag parties everyone
seems to be busy drinking, dressing
nice and of course going through
those painful gift lists at those
random little homeware stores. On
that topic you have to be pretty
sharp to land one of the cracker
gifts — if you’re too early it’s the
most expensive gift resulting in you
being even more determined to
drink your share of the open bar
and if you’re too late you get a can
opener, which still manages to set
you back a few jonnie o goblins,
hence you get the slightly
humorous matching Mr and Mrs
aprons (Rammo) because I couldn’t
bring myself to get a gold-plated can
opener. I guess it’s a nice day out.
Everyone looks suave until they
start sweating like a guinea pig in a
toasted sandwich press due to being
horribly overdressed for the searing
summer heat, all to fulfil some
tradition of wearing full formal
dress on such occasions. Once the
ceremony has passed, cellphone-
free, if you’re lucky, the main event
actually starts — the reception. I
can’t speak on everyone’s behalf
here but the crew of lads I trod
through university with have been
taking a bit of time to adapt to the
fact that we are no longer attending
21sts. Boat races and speed rounds
once so vital to the evening are now
inappropriate. The speeches have to
be toned down with the aim of
creating nostalgic yet measured
humour, tinged with slight
embarrassment as opposed to
leaving the poor victim completely
crushed with a face redder than
Otago’s backside after being
spanked by Southland last year.
The battles aside, weddings are
great because as we age, friends are
flung far and wide and when you
get on the blower to arrange a
Sunday barbecue, it’s not quite
enough to have the lads booking
flights halfway round the world.

However, when one of your best
mates decides to get married in
Vietnam, with the added bonus of a
cheeky wee male-bonding tour
round the slightly dodgy sights of
the countryside, the credit cards are
dusted off and the boys come
together. It’s been great to see
everyone this wedding season, see
you all again during the Stags’ Air
NZ Cup campaign.

And the winner will be . . .
The end of the Hollywood writers’ strike, though great news, robs the Academy Awards of much of
their suspense. Whether the show would go on was one of the few remaining questions in an Oscar
picture in which most major races appear sewn up. As in most years, the favoured films and
performances tend toward the sombre (sorry, Juno). But though themes are bleak, the quality is
superb, making it hard to argue with the front-runners, even if they aren’t personal favourites. That
said, here are some predictions, from Carla Meyer, for who will go home with Oscar at the 80th
Academy Awards.
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Predicted winner: Julie Christie

Predicted winner: Daniel Day-Lewis

A
CTRESS: If there were a ‘‘best newcomer’’
category, Ellen Page would prevail for her
performance in Juno.
Page’s way with screenwriter Diablo
Cody’s clever wordplay keeps the film

from being overly precious.
Marion Cotillard fully transforms herself into

singer Edith Piaf in La Vie en Rose. Cotillard’s
performance is raw and powerful, as is Laura
Linney’s work as the neurotic daughter of a
dying man in The Savages.

Cate Blanchett commands as Elizabeth I in
Elizabeth: The Golden Years, just as she does as
Bob Dylan in I’m Not There, for which she
received a supporting actress nomination.

They all can be proud to share a category
with 66-year-old Julie Christie, who won her
first Oscar 42 years ago (for Darling) and is
likely to triumph again for her performance
in Away From Her. Christie is highly affect-
ing as an Alzheimer’s patient whose
graciousness and humour are undimini-
shed by memory loss. She’s also the coolest
lady in show business, if not on Earth.
Should win: Julie Christie
Will win: Julie Christie

ACTOR: When There Will Be Blood
star Daniel Day-Lewis delivers his
oft-quoted speech about the meta-

phorical milkshake and straw, you get
the sense he knows the flavour of the
milkshake and whether the straw is
bendy or straight. But in his commitment to
director Paul Thomas Anderson’s vision, Day-Lewis
takes his amazing performance off the rails along with the
film.

Michael Clayton star George Clooney and director Tony Gil-
roy seem to share a similarly simpatico relationship, but the
result is more modulated.

In lingering close-up, Clooney lets the doubts of his charac-
ter, a conflicted law firm ‘‘fixer’’, play on his face. It’s his best
work to date, but even though the academy loves him, he’s not
revered as an actor’s actor the way Day-Lewis and Johnny
Depp are.

Three-time nominee and first-time warbler Depp shows in
Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street that he can do
anything — except win an Oscar in a category that includes
Day-Lewis. And while Viggo Mortensen is riveting as a mob-
ster in Eastern Promises, and Tommy Lee Jones poignant as
the father of a missing Iraq war veteran in In the Valley of
Elah, it seems like their films came out aeons ago.
Should win: George Clooney
Will win: Daniel Day-Lewis


